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About This Game

EN
Little Reaper finds himself lost in grim otherworld. Help him find the way back through treacherous obstacles and threatening

foes.Prepare to rely heavily on your reflexes to complete 30+ levels spanning through 6 locations, and beat 3 unique bosses.

RU
Маленький жнец потерялся в мрачной потустороннем мире. Помоги ему найти путь назад, через предательские

препятствия и устрашающих врагов. Положись на свои рефлексы, чтобы пройти 30+ уровней, 6+ локаций, и пройди 3
уникальных боссов.
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I bought this DLC together with the base game. It adds new challenges, items, rooms etc. (for a full list read the key notes
above). There is nothing about this game and DLC that I don't like so I can only recommend it ;-)
My favourite addition of this DLC is greed mode - a new game mode - with its different objectives and new endboss.. I wouldnt
trust these wizards with a watchtower yet, they havent graduated.. I really enjoyed this game, even though there isn't much
'game', but that's okay for an experience like this.
This game is a story driven introspective experience where you accompany the character 'Katie' throughout the week and end up
being someone that she trusts with her problems.
The story is compelling enough for what it is and the characters are unique and interesting. I ended up really caring a lot for
Katie for a multitude of personal reasons and that's always enjoyable to experience in a game.
I'm glad that I randomly came across this game in the store and I'd gladly recommend it, despite the lack of polish and
occasional bug.. wish there was controller support. I always loved this game, got it for PS1 from The All Camerican Antichrist
Svperstore way back whenever for like $7 bucks or something. I searched a while ago for it on steam with no luck, then noticed
it pop up, and had to grab it for $4. E-pills, mushrooms, giant bugs, speed & crazy tunnels. I never did get to the end of the
game; if there is one. Oh yeah, and i can't go without mentioning the wicked soundtrack by The Crystal Method which included
remixes I had never heard before. 10\/10. This game can be super annoying if you don\u2019t know what to expect. Part of it is
the primitive mechanics. It\u2019s not like today\u2019s point and click game where you click on a location and the character
will move there. You have to use your arrow keys to direct every step of the movement. You also have to instruct the character
what to do. Encountering another character will not automatically trigger conversation. You have to tell your character to
\u2018talk\u2019 by typing this in. If you don\u2019t type in the correct series of words, this will also halt your progress. And
last but not least, there is potential to fall into a big hole in this game. Let\u2019s say you did not pick up a certain something on
level one, well if you don\u2019t have it at level 10, you can forget finishing this game \u2026 \uf04c Still, there is a lot of
charm to this game with its graphics and story plot. I recommend it on sale. I would also like to play the updated anniversary
edition.. This game is pure speed! It's so cool!
Also, it doesn't actually generate any motion sickness.
Only uses the HMD, but you have to actively move your body.
Very cool and different mechanic.
Looking forward to the future updates coming.
Thumbs up!
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The puzzle quality can vary wildly but overall it's good. There is a forum full of hints for every room, which helps a lot. Also
there's a LOT of content.

Considering the hint forum, I don't think you really have to play previous DROD games to get through this one. It would sure
help though.. My second MCF Game that I owned, I love the MCF Series, (I was shocked that they were on Steam) I thought
that this one was the hardest even when I was a kid its was impossible for me I got most of them but lost most of them, so I
rebought them on Steam and hoping that Big Fish Games will releash all of MCF games on Steam later next year. (PLEASE DO
IT BIG FISH!) I recommended this game if you're a big fan of the MCF Series or if you're a big fan of Hidden Object games.
(Like me). This game was my childhood and it is still just as fun today. I love Cookie (the host) and all of his crazy antidotes. If
you want a crazy, party type, quiz show game, this is for you. It's even fun to play alone.. Before I Played:
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After I Played:
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............\/...\/\/.........................................\\\\...\\
..........\/....\/\/............................................\\\\ ..\\
.....\/\u00b4\u00af\/....\/\u00b4\u00af\\.........................................\/\u00af`\\....\\\u00af`\\
..\/.\/.. \/....\/....\/. |_...EPIC STORE. |..\\....\\....\\...\\.\\
(.(....(....(....\/.) ..)..........................(...(.\\....).....)...).)
.\\................\\\/...\/.............................\\...\\\/.................\/
..\\...................\/................................\\....................\/
...\\.................(.................................)..................\/. Nothing works, even the tutorial. Looks like it might be fun, but no way to
know. Uninstalled and reinstalled twice, but no joy.. Wish there was a neutral button here. If you really love Back to the Future
this could be good for you. Otherwise, stay away. Just don't expect too much.. 1 of the best "Hardcore puzzle platformer", But I
think it is kind of short, just 30 levels. Still, you can play it coop with friends after finishing it, it worth $1 I think.. i tried to
launch it everytime i tried to launch it it sent me back to the desktop any help
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